
 

 

                
             

 
H2O, CH4, HESE-Hydrogen Energy Summit&Expo,  

ConferenzaGNL (LNG Conference), Fuels Mobility and Dronitaly 
recommence with three days of fully operational trade fairs  

in Bologna on 6, 7 and 8 October 2021 
 
 
The continuing pandemic emergency, in spite of the fact that the vaccine campaign across the national 
territory is slowly beginning to invert the contagion curve, has once again forced the major trade fair 
organizers to consider postponing events scheduled to take place in the immediate future, with the goal of 
ensuring better conditions for when they are eventually held. 

As a result of these considerations, and in light of the impossibility for the country’s institutions to offer 

official guarantees concerning the recommencement of in-person fair events, discussions with exhibitors at 

the exhibition platform that includes H2O, CH4, HESE-Hydrogen Energy Summit&Expo, ConferenzaGNL 

(LNG Conference), Fuels Mobility and Dronitaly, have been held to assess the need for a further 

rescheduling. 

A joint decision has been made to postpone the events until the dates 6, 7 and 8 October in the hope that 

the autumn will see a progressive lifting of travel restrictions, consequently enabling the participation of 

operators and professionals, from Italy and abroad, that this exhibition platform and the technical and 

scientific content under discussion merits. 

 “Our priority, during this situation of extreme uncertainty due to the pandemic,” announced Gianpiero 

Calzolari, president of BolognaFiere, “is to create the best possible conditions for holding events safely and 

with an important commercial value for participants. We are highly aware of the business community’s 

need to meet, and for this reason, we are working tirelessly so that the events that we will hold offer the 

best possible conditions for working and meeting.” 

Appointment in Bologna on 6, 7 and 8 October 2021 
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